MIDDLETOWN HEROIN TASK FORCE ORGANIZATIONAL MEETING

February 23, 2015 8:30-3:00 - Atrium Medical Center, 5th Floor conference room.

AGENDA

Sign in (Atrium providing coffee and pastries)

Introductions and review of previous meeting process and results - Doug Adkins/Kent Bradshaw

Review of Vision/Mission/Stakes and Consequences - Kent

Population of target action groups - Kent

Break

Presentation on statewide resources – Jennifer Biddiinger, Ohio Drug Abuse Outreach

Action group discussions to prioritize possible solutions and identify preliminary goals, actions, and resource commitments. – Facilitators

Lunch (Atrium providing a lunch buffet and afternoon soda) *(Concurrent facilitator huddle)*

Action group progress readout and group reconstitution if appropriate

Action group discussions continued to finalize **preliminary** short-term (1-2 years) realistic and measurable goals, next steps, and points of contact - *Facilitators*

Final action group readouts – Kent

Recap of the day’s events, information gathered, next meeting preview - Kent/Doug

Adjournment